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The problem

Site statistics and historical data 

indicated the need for an order of 

magnitude better performance to 

accommodate projected loads

MarkLogic Server 4.1-9

Cluster: 

 3 E-nodes

 2 D-nodes
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What do we optimize?

 Instrument code, but be able to easily 
comment it out before sending it live.

 Start with:

 Entry points

 Suspicious code segments

 Highly repeated code

 All database queries

 Code instrumentation works but it needs:

 Very large data sets

 A good load simulation
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Non-Query Optimization 

Patterns & Practices

CODIfy

Lazy Daze
 Statify

Model Mania
Compilicate

Quasi-Query & Force Fields

Replicants

AJAXify
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CODIfy your application

C ompute

O nce

D eliver

 I nfinite
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Lazy Daze 

 Single cache:

(: Lazy-load: Use getConfig(), not $_config. :)

declare private variable $_config := ();

declare function getConfig() as element(config) { 

if($_config)

then $_config

else 

let $config := /config

let $save := xdmp:set($_config , $config)

return $config

};
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Lazy Daze 

 Multiple cache:

(: Lazy-load: Use getPerson($name), not $_personMap. :)

declare private variable $_personMap := map:map();

declare function getPerson($name as xs:string) as element(person) { 

let $person := map:get($_personMap,$name)

return 

if($person) then $person else

let $p := /person[@name = $name]

let $cache := map:put($_personMap,$name,$p)

return $p

};
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MarkLogic Server

Statify
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XML

XHTML XHTML



Statify

 Pre-generate pages from a template. 
Rather than dynamically enhancing a 
page at page request time, pre-generate a 
static page when the dynamic data 
changes.

 The static page can be directly served at 
request time without incurring the costs of 
hitting the database for all the dynamic 
data.

 May regenerate every so often to keep 
queried data fresh.
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MarkLogic Server

Model Mania
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XQY

XML
XML

XML

XML

Model 

XML
HTML



Model Mania

 At data change time, generate an xml 

model of data specific to a particular page 

type or a set of related pages

 The XQuery page(s) only have to request 

one document from the database to fill in 

all the dynamic data.  

 Especially useful when data is 

gathered/filtered from many documents 

or from complex searches. 

TAG
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MarkLogic Server

Compilicate
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Spanish

XQY

XML
Model

Spanish 

Strings

XHTML

HTML

Dynamic 

Info



Compilicate

 Generate XQuery code, pre-generating 

as much as possible, only keeping 

dynamic data to be replaced at request 

time.

 Drawback of this is clearing the cache of 

compiled code in the Modules db. 

Compile at times when there is low load.
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Quasi-Query / Force Fields

 Turn documents into XQuery variables.

 In MarkLogic Server 4.1 and below generate 

XQuery files and insert them into the modules 

database when changes are made in database 

(we use CPF to detect the changes to data).

 In MarkLogic Server 4.2 and above, use 

xdmp:set-server-field and xdmp:get-server-

field to change application settings.

 Use pre-generated maps for speed

 Turn some xml into XQuery function(s).
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Replicants (thinking out of the box)

 Use a good caching appliance and\or 

take advantage of the browser cache.

 Control caching policies.

 Stream binary/static/pre-generated files 

directly out of the file system rather than a 

modules database. (MarkLogic future 

release will help).

 Use a different application server (like 

Apache) to serve the static files and 

reduce load on the MarkLogic cluster. 
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AJAXify

 Have xhtml pages static & cached, but 

only get/put data (XML or JSON) from 

MarkLogic Server through web services.  

 AJAX and Javascript do the work client-

side (client side controller pattern)
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Cache Server

MarkLogic Server

AJAXify
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or 
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Scalability Improvement?

 Concurrent users went from 500  to 
more than 20,000+

 CPU utilization and server load were 
dramatically reduced from critical to 
50% CPU and 1.5 server load

 Caching appliance hits 60% to 98.3%

 Very little change to functionality and 
site freshness to get the gains

 No need to alter cluster
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CODIfy!

Questions:

tyrian66@msn.com

Goodies:

http://rockycode.com/authors/tyrian66
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